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Can you give an overview of how you’ve seen the economic development field evolve 

over the course of your career? 

 

[Yes, but] with the caveat that I really haven’t been in touch with [the economic 

development field] since I retired eight or nine years ago. I got involved in economic 

development when I left the State Department. I was on the corporate staff of Eastman 

Kodak for several years. And my involvement was [in] economic forecasting and 

planning for [the] redirection of corporate investment in infrastructure and training as the 

whole film and office copying business evolved. At the time I was involved in that, 

computers were just starting to become an important asset in information analysis and 

forecasting. And while I was never a computer guru, I was put in a position of being a 

user of computer output, and therefore a person who guided the design of corporate 

computing to facilitate economic analysis.  

 

Because of that combination of backgrounds, I was asked in 1965 by the president of 

Kodak, who I worked for, if I would be willing to take a leave of absence for six months 

to go to Vietnam to be involved in economic forecasting and try to figure out how to 

stabilize the economy of Vietnam during the middle of a war. And I thought it was a 

good way to enhance my ability to become president of Kodak some day. So I went down 

to the State Department, and talked to the people there, and finally was asked to head the 

team. I put together a team of people, and we went off to Vietnam for what was supposed 

to be six months. And the issue there was that when you have huge buildup foreign 

military and civilian presence in a country the size of Vietnam, there’s an inflationary 

impact that it causes on the economy, and the value of the local currency gets eroded. 

And it happened in Korea fifteen years earlier, and they were trying to avoid it this time 

around. So that was the main challenge of the team I took. But we also evolved into kind 

of an economic analysis group of Vietnam, and we ended up being there eighteen months 

instead of six. Without going into details of why, it was something that happened. In one 

sense, I failed that mission because there was inflation in Vietnam. But in another sense, 

we succeeded because it wasn’t 1000% as it had been in Korea, it was only less than 

100% <laughs>. I suppose that’s better than nothing. 

 

But when I got back to Kodak it was clear to me that I had been away too long to be in 

the power structure at Kodak. So when I was offered an opportunity to come to the State 

Department on a full-time basis in 1968, to work for Bill Bundy who was Assistant 

Secretary for Asia at that time, I took that opportunity and left Kodak and came to the 

government. Well I wasn’t there for very long before I got very unhappy because I 

believe that you can win the kind of thing we were doing in Vietnam. [But] I don’t think 

you can do it by taking over the government and running both the war and the civilian 

effort as a U.S. effort. That’s what Johnson was doing at that time, [though]. So after 

about seven or eight months I decided that this wasn’t going to be something that I 

wanted to do. I decided to leave, and I was persuaded to go over and talk to a fellow 



named Nick Farr who had been at State before and had also left State because of his 

dissatisfaction with Vietnam policies. And Nick had taken over a new program at HUD 

called “Model Cities” which had been passed by the Congress under the Johnson 

Administration.  

 

When I was in Rochester I had been involved in local government, although I was 

working with Kodak, so it was an issue of [personal] interest with me. I became one of 

the first people hired by Model Cities to have a program there. I was a Republican and it 

was Democratic administration, and nine months later or one year later when Nixon won 

the election, I suddenly had more status because I was a Republican <laughs>.  

 

I happened to be in HUD, and there weren’t many Republicans in HUD those days, so I 

became one of the senior people in the Model Cities Administration. And when that 

evolved into community development—because of the Nixon Administration’s interest 

[in] creating something called “special revenue sharing”—I [became] heavily involved in 

that. So during the first Nixon term I was one of the senior officials under Floyd Hyde in 

what evolved from Model Cities into Community Development. I left HUD at the end of 

the first four years and joined a consulting firm in Washington called McManus & 

Associates [where] I was supposed to create a community development consulting 

practice [within the firm]. But I very quickly decided that wasn’t really the issue. Because 

[of] my contact with mayors, city managers, and others around the country, it was fairly 

clear to me that the issue wasn’t so much how to use federal money to solve problems. 

[Instead, the question] was how to create a local business environment that would 

[establish] a tax base that would [in turn] support the spending that government had to 

make in infrastructure, security, education, and all of the other things that make a 

community a viable place to do business.  

 

And so I decided that I would reform the firm’s practice from community development to 

economic development. And this was 1969 or 1970…that timeframe. And as I looked 

around the country, and talked to people at the local level whom I’d worked with while in 

the federal government at the local level, it was clear to me that what we called 

“economic development” was not very clearly defined and not very cleverly being 

pursued. There were a cadre of people who’d come out of a variety of backgrounds, 

including working for railroads, and had worked for various other special interests. And 

they had a fairly narrow definition of “economic development” as “industrial 

development,” or “land use development,” or “industrial park development.” And the 

economy of the nation, and the economy of the world, was changing, and that was 

probably too narrow of a focus. I didn’t know enough about the business, so I looked 

around to try to find people who had worked for other consulting firms who had been 

somewhat controversial in their own firms because they were not “traditional” industrial 

developers. And I hired three or four of those people, brought them in, picked their 

brains, and we created an economic development practice.  

 

[We were] pretty successful in developing a practice that expanded from the late-1960s to 

the middle-1970s [because of a] combination of [factors]. [First], I had good contacts in 



municipal government around the country. [Second], I had found people who had some 

bright ideas about how to do things differently. [And third], I had a few ideas of my own.  

I was looking for places to interact with others in the business and try to enhance my own 

intelligence about what we were doing and share ideas with others. So I joined CUED, 

and it was a time that Jim Peterson was the Executive Director and had come out of the 

Chicago office of the EDA. He was a fairly bright and progressive guy in that field, so I 

tried to find a place where I could interact with other people who were trying to broaden 

the idea of economic development to include not just manufacturing, not just industrial 

and land development, but a much broader understanding of how to make an economy 

work more effectively.  

 

I got involved in CUED and I was active in the organization. I was on the Board, but I 

got increasingly frustrated because my feeling was that the CUED equation in those days 

was largely a federal government orientation. [The question was] how to get communities 

to work with federal programs, how to make them understand the rules and regulations of 

federal programs, and how to make them more effective. And I didn’t then, and don’t 

now, think the answer to things like “How can a community work better together?” can 

be solved in Washington. I found CUED increasingly to be a captive of the federal grants 

they were getting, from HUD and others, so I tried to look for other places to find things 

that would work in the way that I thought they ought to work.  

 

The other organization that was around at that time was the AEDC, formerly AIDC. 

Before I became actively involved in AEDC it had begun to move from an industrial to 

an economic orientation. But the difference between AEDC and CUED was that AEDC 

had never [depended] upon federal grants, or a love of federal programs, as the 

foundation for what it was trying to do. In the mid-1970s it was trying to create a capacity 

at the community level to do intelligent things and it had much more of a local—rather 

than federal—bias. Whether that was the right approach or the wrong approach, it was the 

approach that appealed to me. So I rapidly downgraded my involvement in CUED and 

significantly increased my activity in AEDC…with particular interest in their educational 

programs.  

 

Their program was [through] the University of Oklahoma and the Basic Programs that 

preceded that. I thought it was an opportunity to increase the intellectual value of the 

profession. I was fortunate enough to become familiar with people who had become 

active in that organization and become local economic development directors in 

communities across the country. And some of my ideas seemed to resonate with some of 

those people. So people like Jim Roberson, who had been chairman of AEDC about the 

time I was becoming active, persuaded me to become much more involved in the 

organization and not just use the organization as a way to find clients.  

 

First, I got elected to the board of AEDC. When Jim was elected Chairman, the 

progression into the leadership of the organization was five-year process because there 

were steps along the way. Jim got me involved first as Vice Chairman, and then 

Chairman, of the educational organization. This was a critical part of that philosophy. So 

when I moved through the steps to eventually become Chairman during that time, I think 



that we made significant progress in changing the organization’s bias [in order] to do two 

or three important things. First, [we were able to] look beyond the traditional definition of 

“industrial development” and make it “economic development” in a real sense. We were 

looking at service industries as well as industrial industries. We were looking at the 

whole issue of import/export and putting much more emphasis on preparing professionals 

to be able to deal in a [global] economy rather than in [just] a [national] economy.  

 

[Second], and perhaps equally important, [was moving away from the organization’s] 

fairly strong Southern U.S. leadership bias. [This bias developed because] the Southern 

Industrial Developer’s Organization [was] the largest regional organization, and they had 

the “ol’ boy” philosophy of economic development [which came] out of the railroad 

industry. [We were able to] get away from that…not ignore that…but move away from 

that into a more balanced approach. [This] meant two things. First, we spent an awful lot 

of effort and time getting past the idea that all good economic development professionals 

were White, Anglo-Saxon males, and we began to bring more minority people into the 

organization, both Hispanic and Black. Second, and equally important, we got away from 

being “boys.” That is one of the things I am proudest of…that the person who succeeded 

me in moving through the Chairs, and [who] became Chairman the year after [me], was 

Judie Scalise. [She] was the first woman to ever head the organization.  

 

Those were things that took some of the sting out of the narrow orientation that AEDC 

had historically. [We gave] it a broader focus, but without making it a shill for the 

Federal Government. That was a major part of my agenda in during those years. There 

was an ongoing struggle during that time, and quite a few years after I was in leadership 

of AEDC, between academic institutions that were part of the educational programs and 

the people in the profession that were in the field doing the work. And one of the other 

things that I thought was important that we try to accomplish was to build bridges 

between academics and practitioners to a greater degree. I don’t think we ever succeeded 

at that as much as I would have liked. We did better in some other areas, but we were 

able to make some progress in that area in the years that I was involved in the profession. 

And I don’t know where that stands now. I have no idea, but I do know that I have very 

good lifelong friends who came out of that education background. People like Lay 

Gibson, who I thought brought a very practical orientation to the educational programs. 

He ran the Basic Program in Arizona for many, many years. He’s now retired. But I 

would’ve liked to have been more broadly successful throughout the whole array of 

academic institutions we networked with.  

 

[I’ve] been out of the business for seven, eight, or nine years. I’m enjoying playing golf, 

and I have not been to any of the IEDC meetings since the organizations have come 

together. But there [still] seems to be an orientation on the part of federal officials, and 

maybe on the part of IEDC to some degree, that the reliance on federal dollars to solve 

local problems in [the] economic development [field] is critically important. And I’ve 

been a little concerned that IEDC is a little too much like CUED, and not enough like 

AEDC, in being independent of the federal bias. I could be wrong, because I’m not close 

to it [anymore]. But I’m not sure we’ve succeeded in dealing with the issues as they 

should be dealt with on the local level.  



 

Let me stop there and you can ask me any questions you want about the next question, or 

wherever we go from there. 

 

Did you work simultaneously with AEDC and CUED, or did you transfer from 

CUED to AEDC? 

 

I joined CUED before I even knew AEDC existed. [I] was actively involved in CUED 

for, I don’t remember, maybe six or seven years. I was on the Board of CUED. I never 

went beyond that in terms of a leadership position in CUED, but I was active, and I was 

involved in committees and so on. As I got increasingly frustrated and unhappy about the 

federal bias that I thought CUED had, I made a personal decision to join AEDC and see 

what the difference was. After a couple years of meetings, and meeting with people who 

were leaders in that organization, I became convinced that it was much more to my 

liking. I continued to be a member of CUED, but I stopped being active in it, and I 

stopped going to its meetings, and I became increasingly active in AEDC. 

 

[I’d like to] explain my concern about the difference between the two organizations at 

that point in time. I really feel that the terms “community development” and “economic 

development” are related, but [that they have] different orientations. I [believed] that 

CUED, with it’s federal orientation, was increasingly a “community development” 

organization. It was more concerned about dealing with social issues, minority issues, 

and those kinds of things; and, [it was] less oriented to the fundamental question of how 

[to] make an economy in a community more competitive. In things I wrote and said, I 

used to talk about the fact that there is no perfect world in terms of the balance of how 

one sets priorities in a community. If you have a very strong job base and a very strong 

tax base, and your industries and your businesses are growing, you can set policies that 

make sure there is equality in job opportunity. There is a real effort to eliminate poverty, 

and [work on] social issues that are very important. But, on the other hand, when your 

community has a high unemployment rate and is not attracting new businesses—but 

rather losing businesses to other communities that have a more attractive environment for 

business investment—then it’s more important that you focus on changing the climate of 

the community as it is viewed by the business community so that you can become 

competitive for new investment. Because you’re not going create the jobs you want by 

having federal largesse come in and try to do it for you. So it’s a question of trying to find 

the right place. As you’re developing an economic strategy for a community you have to 

look at what needs to be done to make the community, not dependent on others, but 

viable on its own right. And in doing that you have to [make a] decision. [Would you 

rather] have a terrible environment [and a] strong job base…Or [would you rather] have a 

green environment (which is perfect for all of the good social reasons) [with] no jobs and 

therefore no income base? And neither end of that “seesaw” is right. It’s [about finding] 

some balance between them. And finding the right balance that [is different for each] 

community.  

 

Too much of what I saw CUED trying to do was to solve the social problems of 

communities with large minority populations, large poverty populations, and not enough 



concern about how to create an environment where business investment makes sense. 

You can track the kind of businesses that will create better jobs, [a larger] tax base, and 

better prosperity. I think, on the balance of things, AEDC erred more on the side of 

creating a better economy and not worrying so much about the social implications. 

CUED erred more on the side of trying to solve the social problems of the world and less 

about the real economic issues that make a community or state competitive. My own 

personal bias, therefore, leaned a little more toward the AEDC equation; and that’s where 

I found a home. But what I tried to do when I got there was change AEDC to some 

degree, to move the needle more to the middle <laughs>, and not so far to the right. 

Whereas, I suppose if I had stayed in CUED, I would have tried to move the needle from 

the left and toward the middle. I didn’t find the environment in CUED before the merger 

to be one that was as responsive to change as the environment was in AEDC. At the time 

I joined [AEDC] to move [it] more towards the middle [and] away from the right. So 

that’s where I found my own personal opportunities to be constructive in the profession. 

Maybe that’s because it’s my bias anyway, I don’t know.  

 

Where you involved with the merger at all? 

 

The merger occurred after I had left the Chairmanship. I was still modestly active in 

AEDC at the time, but was largely on my “last legs” of active participation. I 

intellectually agreed with the idea of the merger, but I was not close enough anymore to 

the day-to-day dialogue to be able to be comfortable that it would be a merger of 

equals…[I hoped that it] might move the whole needle to the middle. I guess in retrospect 

I was somewhat fearful then that it might lean more towards the federal equation which I 

was uncomfortable with. And the reason for that is that it’s always easier to run a 

professional association if you’re able to depend on federal grants for an important part of 

your budget. And when you try to run an organization like AEDC tried to run—without 

federal grants and with only membership dues and contributions—you have more 

financial troubles as an association. Therefore my fear was that it’d be too easy to accept 

federal grants to solve that problem. And when you accept the federal grants, you accept 

all the rules and regulations and responsibilities that come with it. That scared me a little 

bit.  

 

So I was never very active in the merger discussions. I didn’t try to block them, but I 

didn’t try to promote them, either. And in all honesty, after the merger occurred, I may 

have only gone to one or two annual conferences of the new organization. I didn’t find 

myself as comfortable as I had been before. It made it easy for me to decide that when I 

retired I shouldn’t be one of these old guys who [goes] to a meeting just to [retell] old 

war stories and fight old battles. [It’s] better to leave it to the people who are there now 

and let them do there own thing. 

 

What were the reasons for the merger? 

 

I think the reason for the merger was primary financial. I would like to think that the 

merger came [about] because wise people in both organizations realized that neither 

organization had all the right answers…and that some balancing of the philosophies of 



the two organizations to a more middle of the road, moderate approach [was needed]. 

What you really needed was some moderate position that drew on the best ideas and best 

people on both sides of that equation and tried to build a perfect world. I don’t think 

that’s what happened. I think the motivation of the merger was primarily because of the 

concern about competing with each other for members and the costs that [competition] 

imposed on both organizations. [And these costs] had nothing to do with enhancing the 

profession. The economic reality [was that] AEDC [did] not have federal grants. 

Therefore, [the organization struggled] when there was an economic downturn. Members 

had trouble paying dues or going to meetings, and [AEDC] depended solely on that as a 

source of income to run the organization. So, budgets [then] became tight and staff 

[members] got cut. [Therefore], it just made economic sense to try to bring about a 

merger…rather than any philosophical idea of trying to create a new organization.  

 

As far as your career, what skills did you acquire over time? Did certain skills 

become more important as your career progressed? 

 

I was never a practitioner at the local level. After I left HUD I was always a consultant. 

And one of the interesting, unfortunate aspects of a professional association like CUED 

or AEDC, or now IEDC, is that those of us who are consultants could always afford to be 

more involved in leadership activities [within] associations than local economic directors 

or staff could. [This was] because our initial purpose in going to those kinds of 

associations was to try to find clients. Therefore, we could write-off our expenses for 

conferences, travel, and meetings as a business expense. Where[as] local economic 

development organizations had more difficulty doing that. Local budgets became a 

constraint on the degree of involvement that local people could have.  

 

In an ideal world, the leadership of these professional organizations should not reside in 

consultants, but should rather reside in local economic development professionals. And to 

some degree, we had local economic development professionals in both organizations in 

leadership positions. But it was easier for me to become involved in either organization 

because of the reason for my doing it and because of the budgets that I had. So my very 

selfish, initial reason for joining both organizations was to make contacts with potential 

clients. But some of us who were consultants also cared about the profession. So once we 

got involved, once we got into leadership positions and made friendships with some of 

the best local leaders, it became more than [just making contacts with potential clients], 

for me at least, and for many of those I worked with in the profession.  

 

For me, the learning, education, and professional enhancement came from getting to be 

smarter about I was doing for my clients. The more I had a chance to sit in brainstorming 

sessions and conference meetings…and listen to, and talk to, and debate, alternative 

approaches to problems…the better I became as a consultant. Over the years that I 

worked as a consultant, I probably had a couple hundred different clients around the US 

and Canada. So, I had a lot of practice in the field. But [my field experience] was 

supplemented by about three or four fold—in terms of getting ideas and learning about 

successful strategies from [other localities]—through my involvement in these 

organizations]. And that made me a better consultant. I could’ve survived and prospered 



without [the organizations], but the fact is that if you take seriously the time you spend 

interacting with other professionals, that’s an experience that makes you better at what 

you do. I think I was better only because I got to share, sharpen, and enhance my ideas by 

being able to work with [others] who had to deal with the problems on the front lines. 

 

Where do you think the economic development profession is heading?  

 

I’ve really been away from it for too long to be able to give you any cogent ideas. But I 

don’t get the impression, just from reading the papers and watching the news, that the 

people who are involved in these kinds of things are doing things that are that much 

different, smarter, or better than we were doing 10, 15, or 20 years ago. But I’m not sure 

if that’s right, because I choose not to take the time to get involved. But it’s a little 

discouraging to think how dependent we are on federal programs and federal policies 

instead of things we can do ourselves. I don’t see that changing a great deal. It scares me 

a little bit, I guess. 

 

Did you have any specific and/or recurring challenges in your career that you had to 

deal with? 

 

Yes. Initially, when I got into the business, my clients were local governments. I found 

that when I started out, if I wanted to [garner] attention and interest in [what I was] doing, 

my client had to be a local or state government. Over time I found that they didn’t work 

very well for me. The reason was that then, and I think now, local government officials 

are elected for 2 or 4 year terms. [Thus], their window of measuring things that will work 

and won’t work seems to be primarily concentrated on things that can happen in their 

terms of office. And if you can’t come up with a strategy, or set of actions, or a set of 

policies that will show noticeable results…important large results…within 2-4 years, it’s 

hard to convince those officials to take the actions that are needed to make an economic 

development strategy work.  

 

Economic development strategy is not primarily marketing. In my view, it’s primarily 

making the climate for business investment more competitive. [Actions must be taken 

that] require changes in public policy, as well as private policy, in a community. And 

therefore, mainly because it was more satisfying to me, in the last 10-15 years of my 

economic development consulting experience, I almost never accepted a contract from a 

local government. My clients were almost always Business Coalitions, Chambers of 

Commerce, Economic Development Corporations, Public-Private Partnerships…[groups] 

with strong private sector leadership. [This was] because [I preferred to] work with 

community leaders who had a longer view of the world…[those] who could see the 

importance of taking actions today or tomorrow that would pay dividends five years from 

now. 

 

 Not all consultants had that luxury. I was fortunate enough that I was turning down two 

jobs for every job I took. And I didn’t make a competitive bid on a project in the last 

seven or eight years I was working. They were all sole source contracts. But that was 

selfish on my part in a way because that was just an easier way to have some chance of 



success…some chance of seeing things change. If I could convince the leaders of the 

major companies in a community on a set of public policies that would make the 

community more effective…and these were people who headed banks, manufacturing 

firms, or professional services firms…[people] who had been in the community for 10, 

15, 20 years…they were likely to be the people who were providing the financing for the 

candidates who were running for office. Therefore, they had influence over those political 

leaders in the community that I could never have as a consultant. And if I could convince 

these business leaders that these changes were important, then they, together with me, 

had a much better chance of getting the political leadership to do things that they might 

not otherwise do. And [I believe] that was a major barrier to successful economic 

development, because economic development is something that takes place over a fairly 

long [time period]. You can see some results early on if you change policies dramatically, 

but it really takes a much longer time to see the fruition of wholly new, or at least 

significantly modified, direction in public policy…and in private corporate policy as it 

reflects in lending policy and those sorts of things.  

 

I became convinced that for most communities the most important change that would 

make them more competitive for business investment, for better jobs, and for higher 

paying jobs, was the quality of education. And therefore I spent an enormous amount of 

my time in developing economic development strategies for communities trying to 

convince leaders to fundamentally upgrade the quality of public education from pre-K to 

post-secondary levels. Not because it was good social policy, not because it was a good 

thing to do, not because the only way kids get out of poverty is through better 

education…those are all good reasons for doing it…but the reason I was interested in it 

was because it created a stronger workforce. And it created a much more competitive 

environment for businesses that required more technically-skilled and professionally-

skilled workers. Even at the sub-professional level, the needs [for] clerical and blue-collar 

workforces in the increasingly technical world that we live in [is greater]. You can’t just 

turn a wrench, you can’t just hit a typing key and be a good employee. Therefore that 

became almost a bias of mine that was obsessive at times.  

 

I don’t see us making the kind of progress in that area anywhere to the extent that we 

need to. And I think the reasons for it are the same reasons that were there when I was 

trying to actively participate in this process ten years ago. We have bureaucratic 

institutions that are resistant to change. Elected officials at the local level tend to be the 

least qualified people in any community. If you decide to run for a local office, whether 

it’s the city council or the school board, and you’re willing to take all of the abuse and 

everything else that the media and the public throw at you because they don’t agree with 

whatever decisions that you make, it’s because too often you want to have your place in 

the sun…you want to somehow gain notoriety.  

 

That’s all the questions that I have for now, but do you have any other stories or 

anecdotes you’d like to share? 

 

I probably have a lot of them, but I’ve forgotten most of them. We’ll get bored with them, 

anyway <laughs>. 
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